
 
CARNABY KIDS – TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

This is a legal document which affects your rights.  If you are under the age of 18 years, 

these Terms must be agreed to and accepted on your behalf by a parent or legal 

guardian. 

1. Curtin Stadium’s terms and conditions as amended from time to time apply, and become 

binding, when you enrol in a Curtin Stadium Recreation based program. Curtin Stadium, in 

its sole discretion, may refuse to accept any application for enrolment from any person. 

2. Unless otherwise advised by Curtin Stadium, you will need to pay all program fees at the 

time of your enrolment. You acknowledge that if you do not pay Program fees when 

required, you will not be able to participate in the program 

3. You agree to follow all the instructions given by Curtin Stadium’s representatives; remain 

in areas designated by Curtin Stadium’s representatives; comply with any applicable Curtin 

Stadium policies; and refrain from behaviour that could cause injury or harm to other 

participants in the program, their property or Curtin Stadium’s property 

4. You acknowledge that your personal possessions are your own responsibility when 

undertaking a program 

5. You undertake the program at your own risk. You acknowledge that Curtin Stadium, nor 

anyone associated with Curtin Stadium, will be liable for any injury or accident you incur 

while participating in a Curtin Stadium program or for any damage or loss to your personal 

effects 

6. In the event of any sickness or accident occurring while you are participating in the 

program, you acknowledge that qualified medical attention may be obtained at your 

expense by Curtin Stadium and that your emergency contact will be notified 

7. Curtin Stadium retain the right to use photos and video footage taken of participants for 
marketing purposes unless requested not to by writing to the Recreation Program Officer. 

8. There are no refunds after the commencement of a Curtin Stadium Program. If you cancel 

prior to the commencement of your program a refund will only be made if the program is 

full and your space can be reallocated to someone on the waiting list. If a refund is given 

all funds will be transferred by Curtin University Finance team by direct debit into your 

bank account. Curtin Stadium does not provide cash refunds 

9. You must observe an appropriate standard of dress and wear clothing and footwear 

suitable for the activity in which you’re engaged. Coloured bandanas or clothing denoting 

gang affiliations are not permitted. You will also bring any relevant equipment  
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required from your Curtin Stadium program, as advised by Curtin Stadium from time to 

time 

10. You agree to behave appropriately and will not engage in disruptive, dangerous, or 

unseemly conduct while participating in a Curtin Stadium program. Participants must leave 

the site of the Curtin Stadium program if asked to do so by an authorised Curtin Stadium 

representative 

11. Participants are required to maintain Curtin Stadium’s high standard of cleanliness and the 

good order of its facilities. You will be responsible for all damage you cause, whether 

directly or indirectly, to equipment or facilities and you will indemnify Curtin Stadium 

against any loss it suffers or incurs as result of the damage 

12. Curtin Stadium may change the program structure, content or equipment at any time 

13. You agree to provide any information requested by Curtin Stadium concerning the state of 

your health or physical wellbeing. You must provide a medical certificate if requested. You 

warrant that you have the level of fitness required to undertake your chosen program and 

its activities 

14. No unauthorised commercial activity, advertising or recruiting for business may take place 

on any Curtin Stadium premises or site where a Curtin Stadium program takes place 

15. You agree that Program staff have the right to confiscate any electronic devices from your 

children during the Program. Confiscated devices can be collected by the 

parents/guardians at the end of the day 

16. Curtin Stadium may need to obtain personal information form you for the purposes of 

enrolment. Curtin Stadium may need to disclose your personal information to staff and 

contractors. Curtin Stadium will take all reasonable precautions to protect your personal 

information from misuse, loss, unauthorised access and modification or disclosure 

17. If you have enrolled a child in a Curtin Stadium program these terms and conditions will 

apply to your child’s participation in the Curtin Stadium program. You will ensure that your 

child complies with these terms and conditions as applicable to him or her. Curtin Stadium 

is not responsible for the safety of children or participants outside program hours. You 

acknowledge that if you are late in collecting your child from the Curtin Stadium program 

you will incur an additional charge 

18. Your participation in the program is subject to these terms and conditions, any relevant 

Curtin Stadium policies, industry body standards, and Australian Law as amended from 

time to time 
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19. If you have enrolled a child in a Curtin Stadium program you are required to provide Curtin 

Stadium with clear instructions regarding persons authorised to collect your child. Where 

there are custody issues a copy of the court order must be supplied. A policy document 

detailing Curtin Stadium procedures regarding access to children is available at the Curtin 

Stadium. 

20. I give my permission for my children to be transported to and from school, to and from 

venues during the program by Curtin Stadium staff in Curtin Stadium vehicles, vans or 

buses 

 

By selecting “Yes” on the payment page you agree with the terms and conditions outlined in this 

document. 
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